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About This Game

Cardiganical is a CCG game with some roguelike elements. Defeat the enemies, collect your own deck and win in randomly
generated raids to relaxing music.

Features:

- More than 30 different cards, lots of combinations

- Different types of opponents that require an individual approach

- Pleasant graphics

- Relaxing soundtrack

- Full HD support (1920x1080)

Dynamic deck:

Choose cards wisely, because you will find dozens of cards on your way which you can add to the deck. Select cards that
interact with each other best to be able to beat strong enemies and make it to the end.

Unpredictable road:
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Before each new raid, you will have a choice between 3 standard decks. Choose a road full of dangers, or go by the path of less
resistance. Each time you will meet different enemies, as well as various events.
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Title: Cardiganical
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MyDreamForever
Publisher:
Atriagames
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018
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English,Russian
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Good for 15 mins entertainment (1 hr if you have OCD and force yourself to complete the silly 1-dimensional challenge) as a
free game.

But it finishes suddenly with a message saying they will release enough content to make it playable ... 6 months ago. Um. Yeah.
Clearly that never happened. Take the money and run, guys! :). Good for 15 mins entertainment (1 hr if you have OCD and
force yourself to complete the silly 1-dimensional challenge) as a free game.

But it finishes suddenly with a message saying they will release enough content to make it playable ... 6 months ago. Um. Yeah.
Clearly that never happened. Take the money and run, guys! :). Good for 15 mins entertainment (1 hr if you have OCD and
force yourself to complete the silly 1-dimensional challenge) as a free game.

But it finishes suddenly with a message saying they will release enough content to make it playable ... 6 months ago. Um. Yeah.
Clearly that never happened. Take the money and run, guys! :)
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